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Consider evolution of density of a mass or a population, geographically situated 
in a compact region of space, assuming random creation-annihilation and 
migration, or dispersion of mass, so the evolution is a random measure. When the 
creation-annihilation and dispersion are diffusions the situation is described for- 
mally by a stochastic partial differential equation; ignoring dispersion make 
approximations to the initial density by atomic measures and if the corresponding 
discrete random measures converge “in law” to a unique random measure call it a 
solution. To account for dispersion Trotter’s product formula is applied to 
semiflows corresponding to dispersion and creation-annihilation. Existence of 
solutions has been a conjecture for several years despite a claim in (Dawson, 1975, 
J. Multiuariafe Anal. 5, l-52). We show that solutions exist and that non-deter- 
ministic solutions are “smeared” continuous-state branching diffusions. c 1986 
Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a compact region in R“, k E N, and suppose X,(x), x E D, for- 
mally denotes a non-negative “population density” at x at time TV T = 
[0, + co). In fact X, is a measure, not necessarily absolutely continuous; 
there will in general be no density function. Let a and b be real-valued 
functions of x E D and y E R such that (ajay) a,(y) and (ajay) b,(y) exist 
and are jointly continuous in x and y. For more generality one may assume 
the conditions described in [S, Chap. II, Sect. 7, Corollary 11. When the 
initial density is a Bore1 measure v0 we try to solve stochastic differential 
equations of the form 
$X,(x) = a,@-,(x)) + AX,(x) + b,(X,(x)) $ B,(x) 
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which we write as 
We shall call these smeared stochastic difSerentia1 equations, since X,(4), 
obtained by “smearing” X, with a test function 4, is a random variable. 
Random effect is described in terms of white noise in space-time, 
uncorrelated at different points in space to eliminate complications due to 
interaction. Thus B has been taken to be the random distribution on T x D 
such that (a/&) B is white noise; if x, y E X, x # y, then B,(x) and B,(y) are 
mutually independent one-dimensional Brownian motions. The differential 
operator A is the infinitesimal generator of a Markov diffusion process, the 
dispersion, or migration. We consider also a dispersion-free equation 
dX= a(X) dt + b(X) dB. (2) 
Despite the claim in [2] and several subsequent articles by the same 
author he does not prove existence of solutions. In Section 3 we clarify 
what was done in [Z]. Approximating by critical branching diffusions parts 
of [2] have been justified in [7]. The theorems of [7] are used in Sec- 
tion 4 to prove existence of solutions. 
For topological spaces E and F we denote by C,(E) the vector space of 
bounded continuous real-valued functions on E. We denote by L,(E, F) the 
space of continuous linear mappings of E into F with the topology of 
pointwise convergence. We denote by 6=+ the space of complex numbers 
with non-negative imaginary part, by C,(D) the Banach space of complex- 
valued continuous functions on D, by C+(D) and C(D) its subspaces of 
@ +-valued and real-valued functions respectively, and by K(D) the space of 
complex-valued continuous functions with the topology of compact con- 
vergence. The dual L,(K, @) of K is M, the space of Radon measures with 
the vague topology, i.e., for any net (pi) in M the pi converge to p in M if 
~~(4) converges to ~(4) for all 4 E K. Denote the cone of positive measures 
on D by M, . It is known that M, is metrisable, separable, and complete 
and that the set of positive atomic measures, which we denote by A, is 
dense in M, . We provide A with the vague topology induced from M. 
Solutions to (1) cannot be in L* (see [ 171); one might look for solutions 
which are random distributions, i.e., linear mappings from infinitely differen- 
tiable test functions to random variables. However, since density is non- 
negative and non-negative distributions are measures it is more natural to 
deal with random measures, i.e., positive linear mappings from continuous 
test functions to random variables, or what is essentially the same, 
M+-valued random variables. When a, and 6, are non-linear the equations 
are not, in the ordinary sense, equations in random measures. 
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Denote by M the a-ring generated by the cylinder sets in M,. Denote 
by Y the space of probability measures on (M, , M) with the narrow 
topology, viz., a net (P,) converges to P in Y if Pif converges to Pf for all 
f~ C,(M+ ), or equivalently, if Pi(B) converges to P(B) for all BE M, 
which are P-quadrable, i.e., for B with P-null boundary ([12, Appendix, 
Corollary to Theorem 71). The P-quadrable sets generate a ring but not a 
a-ring. See the Appendix of [12] for the relation between quadrability and 
Riemann integrability. By [ 12, Appendix, Theorem 71, the space Y is 
metrisible, separable, and complete. 
The notation used for probability kernels on a measurable complete 
separable metric space E is that P,, p E E, denotes the probability measure 
P(p, a); the function PH P(,u, f) = jE f(v) P(p, dv) is denoted by PJ: 
The author wishes to thank Professor K. D. Elworthy for helpful dis- 
cussions. 
2. INFINITELY DECOMPOSABLE PROCESSES 
Unless otherwise specified all random processes will be time- 
homogeneous Markov processes with state-space [w, and taking initial 
values I at time 0. We identify the underlying probability space with path 
space. We identify a process x with its law P, the set of transition 
probability measures { p(& . ): 2 E [w + }, and, if it is a diffusion, also with its 
stochastic differential equation dx = a(x) dt + b(x) dw, where w  denotes 
Brownian motion. A process x with law P is called infinitely decomposable 
if for each n E N there is a law PC”) such that P is the convolution of n 
copies of PC”). Equivalently x is infinitely decomposable if for each n E N it 
is the sum of n mutually independent processes xi”), i = 1,2,..., n, each with 
law Pen). Thus a diffusion x is infinitely decomposable if and only if for 
each n E N there are n mutually independent diffusions XI”’ such that dx = 
CT= r dxi*) and x(0) = C;= 1 xi”)(O), x(0) and xi”)(O) denoting initial values. 
A process is said to be CBI, i.e., continuous-state branching with 
immigration, if its characteristic functional is of the form 




As in [6, Theorem 1.11 (see also [ 14]), the function !P satisfies 
(&+Yt)( !P) = -iQ( Y), Y(0,O) = 8, where Q is a not-identically zero function 
of the form 
Q(x) = -02x2 + &Lx + 5 
(ei-xt - 1 - ix(1 + t2)-‘) dn,(t), [w+ 
F(x)=$x+s (ei”‘-l)d7r2(t), 
R+ 
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and 
j 52(1+r2)-1&(5)+J 5(1+5)-‘d~2(5)< +a 0, P, P E R. 
R+ R+ 
It was shown in [13] that an infinitely decomposable process is CBI and 
that a conservative CBI process is infinitely decomposable. A CBI process 
is called CB if the immigration term Fro. An infinitely decomposable 
process with law P is CB if and only if PC”) = P for all n E N. 
A semiflow (F,)reT on a Banach space is said to be quasicontractiue if 
IlFd - F,$ll Gem’ 114 - $11 for some c1 E R. Quasicontractivity ensures that 
the generator of (F,) is densely defined. 
PROPOSITION 1. A time-homogeneous continuous-time branching Markov 
process is CB. If the process starts with n particles at time 0 its characteristic 
functional @ is of the form @(t, 0) = exp{ in G,B > where (G,) is a strongly 
continuous quasicontractive sem@ow on C + . 
Proof: It can be shown, using [4, Chap. V (4.2)], that @ satisfies the 
partial differential equation 
i @ = -ir[eKiep(eie) - l] f @, @(O, 0) = ein ’ 
where p is the generating function defined by p(s) = Cjs N pjs’, 
Cjc N pi = 1, pi 2 0. Thus @(t, 0) = exp{in Y,(t)}, where Y is a solution of 
the equation such that ul,(O)= 8. Thus the process is CB. The charac- 
teristic curves of the surface Y&t) satisfy the differential equation dY/dt = 
f(0) = -[iy{eViep(eie)- l}] -‘. The function f satisties a Lipschitz con- 
dition, with constant L say, on C +, so Y@(t) = G,8, where (G,) is a 
semiflow such that lG,8 - G,xl < eL* 10 - ~1 for 8, x E @ + , strong continuity 
following from the continuity of YO. 
Remark. Applying the transformation 8 -+ 0s and allowing E to tend to 
zero, the equation for the characteristic functional of the limit of branching 
Markov processes with p(s) = (2~)~‘{y - a + (y + a) s’}, becomes 
(d/i%) 0 = (cr6 + iye2)(d/8) @. All CB diffusions satisfy this equation. 
As in [17], it can be seen from the Fokker-Planck equation that the 
characteristic functional for the diffusion process with equation dx = 
a(x) dt + b(x) do, x(0) = 1, satisfies 
g @ = [ieti - #92(b2)^] * @), (3) 
where A denotes Fourier transform and * the convolution product. This is a 
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partial differential equation only when a and b2 are polynomials; for the 
initial condition as given the only solvable equations (3) are 
$= (ae + iye2) gj @ - ($w - i@) @ (3a) 
(3b) 
corresponding to a(x) = CLX + p, b(x) = f(2yx + J)r12 and IJX + K respec- 
tively,a,p, K,oER,~,~ER+. The corresponding processes are R +-valued 
only if PaO, 6 =O, K=O. 
Solving Eq. (3a) one obtains 
@‘(Q=exp iAY(t3, t)+[‘F(Y((e,s))ds 
i 0 1 
where Y is as for the CB process, i.e., B(x) = -yx2 and 
Y(u(e, t) = &ea’[a - iy(e”- 1) (31~’ a#0 
qe, t)=e(i -iyte))I a = 0, 
but F(x) = i/?x - 6x2. 
LEMMA 1. Let f: R + + IR be a continuous function and let f,,: R, + R be 
functions such that for all integers n > 1 and x1, x2,..., x, E [w + , 
f(x, +x,+ ... +%)=fn(x1)+f”b2)+ ... +f,(xn). 
Then f(x) = ax + b for some a, b E R, and for all integers n 2 1. 
(A) 
Proof. Obviously f = fi. Write F(x) = f(x) - f(O), FJx) = f,(x) - 
f,(O). Let b = f(0) and n be greater than 1. Choose x1 =x2 = ... = 
xneI=x, x,=0; by (A) one has (n-l)fJx)+fJO)=f((n-1)x)= 
(n - 1) f,,- 1(x), so f”(O) = b/n and F,, = F for all n. From (A), 
F(x, +x2 + ..* +x,)=F(xI)+F(x2)+ ... +F(x,), 
i.e., F is a homomorphism. Write a = F( 1). Clearly F maps each rational 
r > 0 to ur, and by continuity F(x) = ax for all x E R + . 
PROPOSITION 2. Let x be a diffusion with stochastic differential equation 
dx = a(x) dt + b(x) do. Then x is infinitely decomposable if and only if 
a(x)=ax+b, b(x)= 1(2yx+)“*, where aE[W, /?, y~Iw+, x+ =max(x,O). 
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Proof Suppose x infinitely decomposable and for n E N that x = 
Cj’=i xi, where the xi are mutually independent diffusions with stochastic 
differential equations dxi = a,(~,) dt + bi(xi) doi, so the oi are mutually 
independent Brownian motions. Since xi dxi= d(C, xi) it follows that 
xi b,(x,) doi = b(Ci xi) dw, and, using Lemma 1, that a is a linear function. 
From Levy’s characterisation of Brownian motion it follows that 
Ci[bi(xi)]’ = [b(Ci xi)]‘. By Lemma 1 with f(x) = [b(x)]’ one sees that 
b2 must be linear. Since x takes only non-negative values [b(O)]’ = 0 and 
a(O) 2 0. Conversely, we know, having solved (3a), that the stochastic dif- 
ferential equation with a and b as above has a CBI solution which is easily 
seen to be conservative. 
Consider Eq. (3b) with fl= IC = 0, corresponding to the stochastic dif- 
ferential equation hr = CLX dt + Rex do. Applying Ito’s formula for the trans- 
formation U= log(x/d) one obtains & = (a - $a2) dt + (T do, so x(/A is 
lognormally distributed with expected value ear and variance e2crr(eo2’ - 1). 
It was shown in [ 161 that the lognormal distribution is the narrow limit of 
convolution products of r-distributions and is infinitely divisible. The 
characteristic functional of x, is thus of the form 
for some non-decreasing function U,, determined by a and 0, such that 
jlw, Ilog 51 dU,(O < +m and JR+ 5-l dU,(<)< +cc. The term 
siw, logCt(S - UV’I dU,(t) can be written in Levy-Khinchin form 
jR+(eiABx- l)(jR+ e-“‘U,([) dt) dx, since 
[R+log[Q~-iM-l]dU,(~)=[R+dU,(<)[+m [z-l-(z-~%-~]dz 
5 
= I,+ dU,(t) j+m dz s (euBX- 1) epxZdx. 
5 R+ 
The characteristic functional is of the form exp{ u!P(e, t)} Z(J, 8, t) but 
branching is trivial, i.e., D = 0, since Y(0, t) = 8, and Z is not an 
immigration term as it is dependent on A and also cannot be written as 
expitjR+(e”Br- l)dn2(5)l seeing that the expected value would be 
At jR+ <-’ dn2(c) which cannot equal leaf. 
3. VAGUE SOLUTIONS 
For a given x E D let p:(l,, . ), t E T, denote the transition probability for 
the Markov process which is the solution, in the Ito sense, of the ordinary 
stochastic differential equation 
dx, = 4x,(x)) dt + b.x(Xt(x)) d&(x) (4) 
683/18/Z-8 
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i.e., Eq. (2) for X,, t > 0, with support x, and X,(x) = A,. Equation (2) is 
called solvable if, for all t 2 0, the mapping Pa: C, A,~,H & p:(A,, .) of 
A into Y extends to a unique continuous mapping P’: M, --t Y. We call P, 
a vague transition function. 
By [ 1, Sect. 8, Theorem 11, Eq. (2) is solvable if and only if, for any 
PEM+, whenever a sequence (pi) in A converges to ~1 then Pf4(pi) con- 
verges to a limit in Y independent of the sequence (pi) chosen. 
Choose a sequence (v,) of atomic measures converging vaguely to v0 in 
M, as j+ +co. Denote the support of each vj by S,. Equation (2) with 
initial population distribution vj represents a set of mutually independent 
Markov processes Xjj)(x), XE S,. If a solution of (2) exists it will be 
defined, for every Bore1 B in D, by 
X,(B) = lim 1 X!“(x) 6 ~ 
I .Y t B n s, 
where the limit is in law, i.e., the transition probabilities of the C Xi”(x) 6, 
converge in Y. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose Eq. (2) solvable. Then X, exists and is a random 
measure. The vague transition ‘function is not necessarily a transition 
probability kernel; P’( . , B) is certainly measurable only for Pi-quadrable B in 
M+* The U%.T form a semiflow on C,(M+), i.e., if f E C,(M+) and 
s, t G T, then P’~E Cb(M + ), P”f = f, and P’P’f = P” “f 
Proof The first statement follows from [ 12, Chap. V, Theorem 10, and 
Remark 51. If a net (Pf) converges to P’ in Y, the P;(B) converge to P’(B) 
only for P’-quadrable B in M + . The mapping P;+-+ Pff(u) is continuous in 
general only for f E C,(M+ ); the definition of the narrow topology does 
not concern measurable J: It is obvious that P’f(u) =jM+ f(v) P’(p, dv) is 
bounded for bounded f and that P”f = J It remains to prove that PrPsf = 
Pt’“f It is sufficient to prove this for f with support in A. For such an f we 
may identify P’f with P>f; using Fubini’s theorem it is easy to show that 
Pf4P>f =Pf4”y 
For j~f+J, let P, P,EY and write exp{ip($)}=F&), Qj(d)= P,F,, 
Q(4) = PF& 
~ROHOROV’S THEOREM [ 10, Theorem 31. The sequence (P,) converges to 
P in Y tf and only tf the sequence (Oj) of characteristic functionals converge 
pointwise to @ at elements of C(D). 
Thus Eq. (2) is solvable if and only if for each t ET the characteristic 
functionals @L,(b) = P,,,F+ converge pointwise in C(D) to the characteristic 
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functional of a random measure. We say that (2) is vuguefy solvable if the 
@ij converge pointwise to a limit continuous at the origin and independent 
of the sequence (vi) chosen. We denote the limit by @i, and call it a vague 
characteristic functional. It was assumed in [2] that a vague characteristic 
functional is a characteristic functional. This is unjustified as, from [9, 
Theorem 41, since K(D) is not nuclear, a vague characteristic functional, 
even if it were continuous, is not necessarily the characteristic functional of 
a random measure. 
The fundamental solution uI(xO, x) of the equation (d/at) u = Au is, by 
hypothesis, the transition probability density of a Markov diffusion 
process, the dispersion. Let F&x,) = SD 4(x) u,(xO, X) dx; then (Ft)rG-r is a 
semiflow of linear contraction operators on C,(D). If the population dis- 
tribution at time 0 is a measure-valued random variable x0 the population 
distribution at time t will be a random measure Y’, defined by Y’(d) = 
X”(F,4). Denote its transition probability kernel by Q’. 
Denote the creation-annihilation process by X’ and assume that Eq. (2) 
is solvable. Denote by 2; the M.-valued process which evolves like X’ 
from time 0 to t/2j and like Y’ from t/2j to t/j, and so on, in alternating 
time intervals. Let Rj = (Q”“P”*j)j. If R’ = lim, Rj exists in Y and is a 
semiflow on C,(M+) we call Eq. (1) solvable. Using [ 121 as in 
Proposition 3, R’ can be seen to define a random measure. Note that this 
procedure is not valid if Eq. (2) is vaguely solvable but not solvable. We 
say that Eq. (1) is vaguely solvable if the characteristic functionals of the Z; 
converge pointwise at elements of K(D) to a limit continuous at the origin. 
MARSDEN-SEGAL-TROTTER THEOREM. Let (F,) be a strongly continuous 
linear semiflow on a Bunach space M such that 11 Ftll < Me”’ for some a E 03. 
Let (G,) be a strongly continuous quasicontractive semiflow on M and let 
Hi”) = (F,,,G,,,)“. Then H,x = lim, Hj”‘x exists uniformly in t for each x E M 
on bounded sets of T, and (H,) is a strongly continuous quusicontractive 
semiflow. 
Proof: As in [8, Theorem 5.11, but greatly simplified as generators are 
not mentioned and in that quasicontractivity eliminates the necessity of a 
manifold structure on M. Quasicontractivity also implies continuity of G, 
for bounded t and so eliminates the necessity of subspaces (Mi) of M, as in 
[S]. Strong continuity is proved as in 111, Theorem 5.101. 
Let S denote the subalgebra of C,(M+) consisting of finite linear com- 
binations of the functions ,UHCOS ~(4) and pusin p(d), 4 E C. Let Cd be 
the Banach space completion of C,(M+ ) with respect to the norm 11 f 11 d = 
supIIEM+(f(~)/(l + llpl[)}, where llpll denotes the total variation p(D). Note 
that (1. (I is not continuous on M, . In [2, Lemma 6.31 it is shown that S is 
everywhere dense in C, for the C6norm. 
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PROPOSITION 4. Suppose Eq. (2) is solvable and its solution has charac- 
teristic functional #I+ exp{ iv,(G,4)}, w ere h (G,) is a strongly continuous 
quasicontractive semijlow on C+(D). Then Eq. (1) is vaguely solvable and 
defines a semijlow of vague transition functions on a subspace of Cd contain- 
ing Cb. 
Proof. If (F,) is the semiflow defined as above by the dispersion, then 
4 i-b exp{iv,(Hjn4)} is the characteristic functional for the probability 
kernel R,!. By the Marsden-Segal-Trotter theorem exp{iv,(Hijj)4)} con- 
verges to R’F, = exp{iv,(H,q5)} for each $ E C, . Since R’F is defined and 
bounded for FE S, the domain of R’ can be extended to Cd. Define Cod = 
{fGi IIW-fllc, + 0 as t + 0 in T}. As in [2, Lemma 6.41, as t -+ 0 then 
II R’F, - F,lld + 0. Thus Cz $ Cb and R’ extends to a semiflow on CO,. 
Vague solvability is useful not only in that it is a test for non-solvability 
but also in that it gives a good indication of solvability. To prove 
solvability it is sufficient to show that the vague characteristic functional is 
a characteristic functional. 
The measurable space M, with vague transition function P E Y may be 
considered as a continuous tensor product of copies, for each x E D, of 
measurable spaces R + with measures p,(A,, . ), Let vj = C,, S, I$%, con- 
verge to K E M, as j--f + co. On smearing, infinite products become “con- 
tinuous products” in that the characteristic functionals 
@,,(ti)= fl {fx(4(x)))'Y'=ev{ C %!)logfxt4b))}, 
XE s, x E s, 
multiplicative as defined in [ 151, converge to 
Smearing a sum of processes with characteristic functionals 8 I+ 
ei’P(B*‘)E(:(l, 0, t) should lead to a characteristic functional 
= xcD {KAL Q(x), t)> exp {i 1 
D 
y’,(Q(x), t) Mx)). 
The term nx~D{~xx(&c, d(X), t,>, even if no Xs occur, will depend on the 
choice of initial discrete measures; in order that a vague solution exist it 
must be independent of this choice, and so must be degenerate. 
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Remark. There is no distinction, as diffusions, between the solutions of 
the stochastic differential equations hr = a(x) dt + b(x) do, so also there 
will be no distinction between the solutions of the corresponding smeared 
equations. 
PROPOSITION 5. Consider the smeared equations dX= (aA’+ j?) dt + 
(2yX)“’ dB with initial Bore1 measure v0 where a, t!? and y are real-valued con- 
tinuous functions, y, > 0 for all x in D. If v0 is non-atomic and p ~6 0 then the 
equations are not vaguely solvable. When /3 - 0 the equations are vaguely 
solvable and, modulo variation in the conditions on a, /?, y, and vO, are the 
only examples of Eq. (2) w ic are vaguely solvable and have characteristic h h 
functionals $~exp{iv,(G,#)}, where (G,) is a strongly continuous quasicon- 
tractive semtflow on C+(D). 
Proof Consider the corresponding ordinary stochastic differential 
equation at a fixed point x E D with initial value 1. As in [2] smearing is 
applied replacing 0 by d(x) and C XE S, vj(x) 4(x) converging to ~~(4). Since 
S(0, t) =exp(iP I:, Y(0, s) ds}, if /3 & 0 the immigration term is not 
degenerate, so there is no vague solution for diffuse v,,. When fi = 0 there is, 
by Proposition 2, no other stochastic differential equation whose solution 
has characteristic function 0 H e i’Y(e*‘). Also Y is as in the solution of 
Eq. (3a). Writing Y(u(e, t) = G,8 it is easily seen that (G,) is a strongly con- 
tinuous quasicontractive semiflow on @+ with coefficient a. The value of 
ul(fI, t) is not finite when 0 = -iy for a y 2 0. One easily extends (G,) to a 
strongly continuous quasicontractive semiflow (G,) on C+(D). When a and 
y are continuous exp{ ivl(4(x), t)} is integrable for all Bore1 v,, and 4 E C, . 
4. SOLUTIONS 
THEOREM 1. Suppose Eq. (2) with diffuse initial density is solvable. Then 
the corresponding equation (4), with support XE D describes either an 
infinitely decomposable dtffusion or a deterministic process. In the former 
case, necessarily a,(y) =a(~) y and b,(y) = f(2y(x) Y)“~, where a and y 
are continuous real-valued functions on D, y & 0, y(x) 2 0 for x E D. 
Proof Fix x E D and let Vi, j E N, be neighbourhoods of x converging 
to (x). Denote by x the solution of Eq. (4) at x, with x(0) = 1. Let xv), 
i = 1,2,..., n, be mutually independent processes, located at distinct points 
xi’) E Uj, satisfying Eq. (4) and such that xjj)(O) = l/n for each i. As 
j + +co, by [5, II, Sect. 7, Corollary I] the sequence (x;j)) converges in 
mean, and hence also in law, to a process xi with the same distribution as x 
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and such that Xi(O) = l/n. Since the xi’) are mutually independent so also 
the xi will be mutually independent, unless they are deterministic processes. 
Independence of the solution on the approximating sequences implies that 
the CT= i x~j@Jj) converge, as j + +co, to the same limit for all n E N and 
the limit is easily seen to be x6,. 
Given a Banach space L, a sequence of Banach spaces (L,), bounded 
linear operators P,: L + L, such that sup,, II P,II < +co, a sequence of 
strongly continuous linear semiflows (R’“‘) on (L,), is said to converge to a 
semiflow R on L if 
h-n sup 11 R@)P,f - P, R f 11 + 0 s s n oss<t 
for every f E L and t E T. Denote by Aj the set of atomic measures on X 
taking integral multiples of l/j as values. In the following theorem we take 
Pi to be the restriction mapping of C,(M+) to C,(A,). 
A branching diffusion Z(j), j E fV, consists of a finite number of particles, 
each of mass l/j, moving as a Markov diffusion in D with generator A and 
each particle branching at an exponentially distributed time with parameter 
the “branching coefficient” aj = j. 
It is shown in [7, Sects. 4, 6.291, that to prove narrow convergence of 
(2”)) it is suficient to prove that lim, Supj PV,{sup,, T IIZjj)(I > n} = 0. Here 
IIZjj)II denotes the total variation of Zij), i.e., its total mass, and it is of 
course independent of any dispersion involved. 
THEOREM 2. The smeared equations (a/&) X = An + a(X) + (27X)“’ 
(a/at) B, with arbitrary Bore1 initial measure, are solvable for c( and y con- 
tinuous real-valued functions on D, y non-negative. A solution will be a 
Markov measure-valued process uniquely determined by its smeared equation. 
Proof Since narrow convergence of a sequence of branching diffusions 
is independent of dispersion we may assume that A =O. We may also 
assume for all x E D that y(x) > 0. For each j E N let the branching diffusion 
Z(j) be made up of linear birth and death processes with generating 
functions p:)(s) = (2~~))‘{ yX - cr.&‘+ (yr $ ax/j) s’} and denote the 
generator of the semiflow of transition kernels determined by Z(j) as I’“‘. It 
was proved in [2] that, as j -+ +co, the sequence of semiflows (Z(j)) con- 
verges to a semiflow with generator a4 + iy# and that this is the generator 
of the semiflow (G,) described in Proposition 5. Narrow convergence and 
uniqueness of solution follows as in [7, pp. 41-421; the term (6.15) in [7], 
viz., supj{aj(#p)(x, l)- l}, equals a,/j; in our notation 41” is (a/as) p:?. 
Hence Eq. (2) is solvable and the vague characteristic functional is the 
characteristic functional of the solution. It follows from [7, Theorem 3.41 
that the solution is a Markov process. 
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The argument in [2] for the unique determination of a Markov process 
by the generator on S fails. Indeed the Cdcontinuity of V’ does not 
necessarily imply the strong pointwise continuity of the semiflow and one 
cannot use [3, Chap. II, Lemma 2.21 to deduce stochastic continuity of the 
semiflow. 
PROPOSITION 6. The smeared equation dX= (aA’+ /I) dt + crX dB, where 
a, /?, 0 E C(D), with diffuse initial measure v. is solvable if and only if fi G 0. 
The solution, when /I? s 0, is deterministic and has characteristic functional 
&--+wb’ SW+ 4(x)e’“x dv&)l. 
Proof: Consider first the case p r0. Let (vi), v~=C,.~~ 1?)6,, be a 
sequence of atomic measures converging in M, to v. as j + + co. Then 
@:j(#) = lLEsj @:(4(x)), Q:(e) =ev{SR+ logCt(S - WW-‘1 W”~(O)~ 
where Uf”) is determined by cr, and a,. For small Al;“, 
For large enough j one has 1Lj)< l/j and Cxes, 11 -@!J#(x))l < 
CXESj ny)+(x) efuX + o( l/j) which has a finite limit as j + foe since it 
approaches SW+ 4(x)( 1 + era,) dvo(x). Thus G,(4) converges as j-, +cc so 
the smeared equation is solvable, and @:,W -+wGji+ CW 
(1 + eta,) ho(x) >, as j --f -t-cc. By Theorem 1 the solution is a deterministic 
process. When j3 #O it is known that the solution to Eq. (4) at x is 
which does not become deterministic as 1, --f 0. By Theorem 1 the smeared 
equation is not solvable. 
As in 12, Theorem 6.21, for the equation dX= XdB, the variance of 
C X?(x) 6, can be seen to be less than jP’e2”(eaz1 - l), where 0r = 
supXp D a, and c2 = supXe D oz. However, the fact that this tends to 0 as 
j- +cc does not, as claimed in l-21, constitute a proof that the smeared 
equation is solvable. 
In [17], Examples (5a) and (5b) are not applicable, not being 
R +-valued, and in Example (Sd) there is an error in the transformation 
used in the attempt to prove solvability of the linear equation. 
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